• abessive case: the p 1 is outside the p 2 and faces away from it; • essive case: the p 1 is in the region 5 of the p 2 ; • inessive case: the p 1 is inside the p 2 ;
• adessive case: the p 1 is outside the p 2 and it faces it.
Here is an example of the inessive, abessive and adessive cases: The abessive case is very rare. In fact this is the only case I could find in the Coffin Texts and yet the correct interpretation of this example is very difficult. Adessive and inessive cases present no problem.
Finally, here is an example of the essive case:
Ex. 2 CT II 129 b
iw A.t.k Hr pH.wy.k "Your force (is) on your hindquarters".
It may be graphically resumed in the scheme of Fig. 1 . 
1.2.
When space is expressed within a temporal expression, not only does the syntactical pattern change (from an adverbial sentence to a verbal sentence), but also the semantic content of the expression that is no longer a situation, but a motion (in the broad sense: 'space in time').
The expression of motion is characterized by the presence of a spatial adjunct (SA) as p 2 of the motion verb. The SA's semantic structure is as follows:
• if the motion verb expresses displacement (e.g., 'to go'), the SA can indicate provenance, course or destination;
• but, if the motion verb expresses position (e.g., 'to stand'), the only possible SA is a locative.
Each of these cases can be interior, exterior or general, which leads us to the two possibilities of Figs. 2 and 3. There are entities in Egyptian that, as they are introduced by prepositions, seem to be conceived as possessing internal space. These entities accept the opposition between the preposition m, that expresses the feature 'interior', and r, that expresses the feature 'exterior'. Other entities lack internal space and do not accept that opposition: the neutralisation of this opposition is expressed by the preposition Hr, which has the feature 'general' (i.e. not interior nor exterior). Egyptian simple prepositions express these basic features, but not the features 'provenance', 'course' or 'destination', that depend on the verb and the context.
In order to describe the basic spatial meanings of Egyptian prepositions other features are (prototypically) 6 required. These are 'animate/ inanimate', 'divine/non-divine' and 'limit/nonlimit'. This is the resulting table: Let us see now the semantic extensions of the spatial prepositions: firstly, the temporal ones, then the abstract relations. § 2. From space to time Temporal semantic extensions of spatial expressions (situation and motion) are expressed by pseudoverbal constructions with infinitive, and by circumstantial (temporal) clauses.
In figure 4 there is a scheme of these temporal extensions. 
2.1.
Among the temporal semantic extensions, the pseudoverbal constructions with infinitive are fundamental. These constructions are formally adverbial sentences 7 . Notwithstanding this, the prepositions keep their basic meaning: m indicates an action as an entity with interior space, Hr indicates an action as an entity without interior space, while r indicates an action at its "right" limit, graphically speaking: in fig. 4 , past is at the left and future at the right.
All three of these constructions are imperfective, which comes, in general, from their original formal nature (adverbial sentence). But the specific temporal effets de sens come from the semantic values of the prepositions and the entities (in this case infinitives) introduced by them.
The opposition m/Hr for the imperfective non-future and non-general 8 would originally be 7 I am speaking about form, not about functions here. Cf. J unge, F. (1970) .
8 Ver nus, P. (1990), chap. 8. based on the opposition between essive and inessive cases of situations 9 (cf. 1.1) and between interior space and absence of interior space of the SAs (cf. 1.2). A punctual state-of-affairs could be conceived as having no interior temporal space (i.e. duration) 10 , while a non-punctual state-of-affairs would appear to have interior space. So, it would be the semantic extension of a spatial concept into the temporal domain (more precisely, into the verbal Aktionsart). Consequently, non-punctual dynamic verbs would naturally accept the m + infinitive construction to express the progressive, while with achievements without a prephase, this construction would take an imminent sense ('to be about to do something')
11
. As for the Hr + infinitive construction, it would naturally be accepted by punctual states-of-affairs to express the progressive. Nevertheless, this construction seems to be grammaticalized for the progressive of all statesof-affairs since it appears in the texts known at the present time 12 . I present here some arguments regarding these constructions in the Coffin Texts, depending on the Aktionsart of the verbs concerned.
Firstly, the verbs with reduplicated root (e.g., 1212) are activities with an iterative effet de sens (<. . . .>) because the lexical base of these verbs is punctual, either an achievement (<+>) or a semelfactive (<.>) 13 . So, the progressive of verbs with a reduplicated root is expressed by the m + infinitive construction and not by the Hr + infinitive construction, as shown in "Open for me the doors of the Afterworld to the beautiful ways by day, towards the Island of the Flame of the Righteous Ones, to the place where the Spiritualized Ones (are), that I may go up there through the sacred door, the beautiful iAA informing you about me in the Self-created's wiA-bark, the guardians of the steering-oars going down to earth (and) the guides talking to Maat!" Another fact showing this semantic extension could be the expression 'to retract' (Hmi) + m/ *Hr + abstract name/infinitive, where nonpunctual states-of-affairs would be indicated by m (elative). Unfortunately, there is no occurrence for Hr (originating case).
Ex. 8 CT V 322 k-m xt.t(i) Hm.t(i) n Tz.wy ipwy Dd.n As.t r.k m iw.t.k r wd.t sxA m r n wsir n ib n stX xf.t(y).f m Dd.s r.k
"Now you have gone back, now 24 you have retracted, because of these two sentences Isis has spoken against you, from coming to put memory into Osiris' mouth due to Seth's desire, his enemy, according to what she (= Isis) says to you".
As for the imperfective future r + infinitive construction 25 , the preposition r indicates a limit "by the right", i.e. the adessive and allative cases 26 (cf. 1.1), existing also at other levels
27
, and the verbal form (infinitive) puts the state-of- 23 Faulk ner , R. O. (1994 O. ( -1996 ) considers it an old perfective with Hr 'face' as its subject. Car r ier , C. (2004), I, 850 -851 translates it as if it were Hr + infinitive, but transliterating hA.
24 These old perfectives are usually translated as imperatives. In fact, the compelling effet de sens is a consequence of the old perfective selection of the static postphase of these state-of-affairs, possibly accomplishments, what I have tried to translate using 'now' before the present perfect. Perhaps one could paraphrase it with 'You find yourself in the state of having retracted from'. 25 Ver nus, P. (1990), chap. 1. This construction opposes the prospective, which is a perfective future: cf. Lo pr ien o, A. (1986) . 26 For the relationship between the allative case and the future, a well known phenomenon in general linguistics, cf. Tr augot t, E. C. (1978) The semantic continuity between the adessive case and this future construction, both formally adverbial sentences, is explicit in the following example. In this example, the deceased answers with the structure in question to the goddess hAni.t who uses an adverbial sentence. The context is the ferryboat demand: This semantic extension implies a linear vision of time developing from past to future. In other words, the vision of time according to the orientation of the entities (the subject, par excellence) in time 29 . In fact, this vision of time comes from a more general notion, facing 30 , which justifies the future value of this construction: as the temporal fluid flows from past to future, the subject shows the face to the future, which is linguistically expressed by the construction under study. Concerning this, one should note the expression Sm + subject + m-sA Hr + possessive suffix (= subject) 'go after his/her face', i.e. 'go ahead' 31 . As a matter of fact, time may also be conceived in the contrary sense, from the point of view of time itself, flowing from future to past, but this does not seem relevant to our study 32 . 28 Following Faulk ner , R. O. (1994 -1996) , II, n. 11 (p. 267 The preposition Dr, indicating theoretically the limit "by the left" in the abessive case, has not produced the same temporal effect as the preceding construction.
In fact, the construction Dr + verbal form is a clause of anterior time. Nevertheless, this preposition keeps the idea of limit "by the left", hence the meaning 'since'; placed at a superior syntactical level, Dr is used as a conjunction. For instance,
Ex. 11 CT I 141 d-e di n.T sy m-Xn.w a.wy.T Dr wn.t.s i.t(i) Ax.t(i) apr.t(i) m iw nsrsr
"Put her then inside your hands as soon as she will be come, spiritualized (and) equipped from the Island of the Flame!" But this construction can also mean 'before', which implies, on the contrary, a limit "by the right": so, it is also used for clauses of posterior time. For instance, This could be explained by the use of specific verbal forms or by the etymology of this preposition, Dr.(w) 'limit' 33 (so, indifferently usable for both points of reference), or by both facts together 34 . It should be noted that the subordinate clause with Dr has also a causal meaning: it is an extension derived from the semantic temporal extension that will be studied in 3.1.1. As an example, The value 'internal space' for the preposition m, extended on the temporal plan, allows this preposition to introduce, as a conjunction, clauses of concomitant time. § 3. From space to abstract relations Beside the temporal semantic extensions, prepositions expressing space have other semantic extensions expressing abstract relations such as opposition, comparison or identity. These abstract semantic extensions can be explained, like the temporal semantic extensions, by the meaning of the prepositions in the adverbial sentences.
The abstract semantic extensions are classified in three categories: cause (where the first participant is placed with regard to a limit "by the left"), finality (where the first participant is placed with regard to a limit "by the right") and characterization (where the first participant is placed in a situation without limits or with regard to a limit "by the right", having in this latter case a future or modal meaning), compare Fig. 5 . 3.1. Cause.
Causal adjuncts and clauses.
The notional semantic extension of cause we have mentioned in 2.2 for the preposition/conjunction Dr is also documented for the prepositions n, Hr and m, which introduce causal adjuncts and clauses. The use of the preposition n for this meaning presents no problem, since it has the feature 'limit'. , shows the non-divine/divine opposition among animates, as we have already seen for their spatial functions (cf. 1.2).
In the Coffin Texts, this opposition seems to be about to disappear in favour of in: in seems to introduce any kind of oblique agent, but, in some cases, different documents hesitate (even within a single document) between these two prepositions, when the agent is divine. 
If in
39 were etymologically related to n 40 and if it also had the feature 'limit' (as do xr, r and Dr), we would have here two morphemes able to express, at the same or at different syntactical levels, the limits by the "left" and by the "right"
41
. This seems to confirm the idea that an 36 action can be considered as a continuum flowing between two points whose marks can be, in a sense, symmetrical. We can formulate the hypothesis that such a symmetry was expressed by a different vocalisation, even if this is difficult to demonstrate. In Burmese, for instance, the morpheme ko indicates patient and destination, while the morpheme ká indicates provenance and agent 42 . It is in the sense of the symmetry of marks that the causal clause introduced by n, already mentioned, as well as the cleft sentence introduced by in should be considered.
Finality.

Interest.
The preposition r indicating inanimate allative, and its equivalent n for the animate allative, shows also a notional extension for expressing interest. Two examples:
Ex. 16 CT I 299 m rs r t.k pn srf iri.(w).n.i n.k
"Wake up for this cooked bread that I have made for you!" Ex. 17 CT I 205 f sdA n.k Ax.t mi ra "The horizon has quivered for you as (it does for) Re".
Implicative.
These two prepositions (r and n) appear also to indicate the implicative, typically after the imperative and similar tenses. For example, "It is just like that great falcon that (is) on the battlements of the mansion of the one whose name is hidden, the one who has taken what belongs to those who (are) there to separate the sky from the earth (and from) Nun, that he has flown off (and) fluttered".
Relation, opposition, thematization
and condition.
For a similar reason, the preposition r expresses the simple relation, opposition (cf.
3.3.4), thematization (ir form) and condition (ir form). This is an example of the relation use:
Ex. 20 CT V 150 a
x.t nb.t smx.t.n.i m mXn.t tn nis.t.n.i r.s
"Everything I have forgotten on this ferry (is) what I had invoked with regard to it".
Addressee/beneficiary.
The same goes for the addressee/beneficiary (indirect object), that can be considered as an extension from the animate allative, both functions indicated by the preposition n. The indirect object, typically animate 43 , human and determined frequently appears in the destination space. With transfer verbs (e.g. ini), which are trivalential actions, the adjunct introduced by n is typically the indirect object, but with other verbs, the analysis is more complex. For instance, with a displacement verb, it is difficult to decide between an allative and an addressee/ beneficiary. 
Ex. 21 CT VI 157 h
Possession.
In adverbial sentences, as well as in prepositional phrases, the preposition n can express possession, an extension from animate adessive, where both participants are at different levels (possessor and possessed).
Ex. 22 CT II 170 e
iw Hw-ib-Tzm n ra "The sceptre Authority-of-dog's-heart (is) for Re".
This kind of permanent possession, expressed by possessed + n + animate possessor, must be clearly distinguished from contingent possession that is expressed by the structure possessor + Xr + inanimate possessed. In fact, the latter is an extension of the adessive meaning of the preposition Xr 'under' 44 . We may find a paraphrase of it in the expression smn + object + Xr + X (owner) = "put + object + under the ownership of X".
Ex. 23 CT VI 340 g in gb smn s(y) Xr.i ao.i pr.i im.s nxnx.w
"It is Geb the one who placed it (= the abode) under my (ownership) to go in (and) out of it in joy".
Characterization.
Attribution of function.
As Vernus has already remarked 45 , the expression rdi + object (person) + m/r + rank is used to indicate the attribution of a function to a person, in different ways depending on the preposition. This expression displays another semantic extension of the prepositions m and r in which their basic opposition reappears: if the attributed function is at the same level as the old function (which constitutes the reference space), the preposition m is used; on the other hand, if the "displacement" from one function to the other implies a hierarchical change, the preposition r is then employed. • The status of a goddess' scribe: Tni (in passive) + patient subject + r + function (zS.s) 'to be promoted to the function of her (= goddess') scribe': • The sky: Sdi/rdi (in passive) + patient subject + r + p.t (+ final clause) 'to be pulled/put to the sky (to perform a function)':
Sd.n.Tw.i r p.t Hms.i imty nTr.w aA.w r wDa-mdw Dd.i mAa.t "That I have been pulled up to the sky is for me to sit among (lit. between) the great (aA) gods to judge, to say the truth".
It is interesting to recall that with the verb iri, an accomplishment, the opposition seems to be neutralized in favour of m: As for the m of identity, the second participant is generally 48 at the same level of individuation 49 as the first participant: the space occupied by the first participant is the second participant, hence the idea of identity 50 .
As for the preposition r expressing future, the first participant is not yet in the second participant's space, as in the case of the hierarchical promotion, hence the future sense.
But still other meanings of these prepositions (m and r) can be attributed according to their basic meanings. 
t n.i xf.t(y).i pf pr.y.i rf m hrw
"That I have entered in the company of HkA.w (and) with my knife, it is to bring me that enemy of mine (and) to come out then into the day".
Opposition.
Nevertheless, the use of preposition m to express opposition is difficult to explain. This se- Hag ège, C. (1996) , chap. 9.
• the essive and inessive cases, without any expression of limit (the p 1 is at or in the p 2 ) (cf. 1.1), motivates the extensions of course (cf. 1.2), pseudoverbal constructions Hr/m + infinitive (cf. 2.1), clause of concomitant time (cf. 2.2) and characterization (cf. 3.3); and • the adessive case, which expresses a limit "by the right" (cf. 1.1), produces the extensions of destination (cf. 1.2), pseudoverbal construction r + infinitive (cf. 2.1), clause of posterior time (cf. 2.2) and finality (cf. 3.2).
All functions developed by Egyptian spatial prepositions, no matter at which syntactic level they act, show remarkable semantic stability: m indicates interiority (absence of limit), r exteriority (presence of limit) and Hr absence of the opposition interiority/exteriority. As a matter of fact, the latter preposition originally means 'on', but, relating to the other two, it has been selected to express neutrality concerning the opposition interiority/exteriority. As for the preposition Dr, it is only used as a conjunction, expressing limit. The prepositions n and xr are the equivalent, animate and animate divine respectively, of preposition r. Table 4 displays the semantic functions of basic prepositions expressing space at different semantic domains: situation, motion (either position or displacement) and semantic extensions (temporal and abstract relations).
Therefore, according to their use, prepositions are defined by concepts more abstract than the spatial concepts. In fact, these abstract concepts seem to be the concepts which permit the basic (spatial) meanings to develop the semantic extensions. In other words, they are the tertium 
